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Electronic cigarettes are the products of 21st Century and they were initially developed in China in
the year of 2004. But do you really know what are these electric cigarettes or how do they work or
are they harmful?

Electronic cigarette are cylindrical shaped and they have not much difference from the original
tobacco cigarettes in their appearance. These electric cigarettes are made of a mouthpiece, an
atomizer. The cartridge acts as the container of nicotine, flavor, and water along with propylene
glycol, which is used as a safe additive in most of the foods.

The price of these electronic cigarette is normally $49.99 for a starter pack. But the smokers can
have more options according to their choice. There are also several higher quality e-cigarettes that
are sold at very high price. The key function of these e-cigs is to give the maximum satisfaction
through smoking.

Though these cigarettes are mostly same in their look, but they work in dissimilar manner from the
traditional tobacco cigarettes. The smoker inhales with the help of the mouthpiece just like the filter
of a normal cigarette. The microprocessor then captures the air passing though it which in turn
activates the atomizer. As a result, the little droplets of liquid are transformed into a vapor mist,
which is inhaled by the smoker, just in the same way as a tobacco cigarette. When air flows through
the unit, it is recognized by a microprocessor.

There are many electronic cigarette reviews available in market in the recent times. Several
companies are manufacturing these e-cigarettes as the demands of these cigs are increasing day
by day. Electronic cigarettes offer the users with a complete range of smoking actions beyond the
intake of nicotine and this activity is related to your hands. You can stay away from the harmful
chemicals since these are free from toxic substances as well as tar, which cause major ailments
related to your lungs and cancer too. So, in this way you can fulfill your smoking thrust without
causing much damage to your health. Since the breath f the smokers do not smell, the secondary
smoke does not pollute the air. In other words, these healthy electronic cigarettes allow the people
to smoke without smoking. As a result of which the user as well as their surroundings remain hale
and hearty.

According to the electronic cigarette reviews, the intention behind the manufacturing of electronic
cigarette is to absolutely imitate the act of smoking tobacco cigarettes. The size as well as shape of
these e-cigarettes mostly bears a resemblance to the normal tobacco cigarette. In addition to this,
the large number of electric cigarettes has a LED light at the end to copy the smoldering end of the
traditional tobacco cigarette. Then LED light puts on while the addict inhales on these healthy e-
cigarettes. To end with, the vapor fog that is formed within these innovative cigarettes is just like the
weight as well as texture of the smoke that is produced when you are smoking the original tobacco
cigarettes.
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a cartridge. a Electronic cigarette reviews state that these a electric cigarette are extremely helpful
in keeping the major smoking related diseases like cancer at bay.
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